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Flowing tears down the cheeks, the cheeks that are 
burning resisting the tears... The burn on the cheeks reflects 
the sore of the heart that strives to ignore the pangs of the 
enemy's conscience.

It is but optimism that makes a hero, for heroes are 
not apt to timidity, the core of which transfers itself to valour...

All of us have everything in ourselves that could 
make us the embodiment of sheer love of humanity.

J. Lennon in his song "Imagine" expressed what is 
acute today, he wished "the hell was below us, and above 
only sky" asking to imagine that there's no one to be killed or 
died. He called all the people to live in peace “hoping he was 
no dreamer.”

Let these words expressed quite long ago come true...
For all our country and the future generations...

John Lennon "Imagine" 

https://youtube.com/watch?v=YkgkThdzX-8

Yours,
Jolanta



Farewell

He slowly steps through the doorstep. 
He feels the frost of February and shivers go down his body.
The unknown makes him nervous, yet, he knows that his country 
is waiting for him.

He hears the cries of his beloved ones. 
It is hard to not look back. 
But the love for his country makes him step forward and say 
goodbye. 

Dorotėja Dilytė, 3C
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Freedom vs War

Freedom, in my opinion,  is a chance to be what you want, 
a chance to do what you like and live your own life by yourself. 
Freedom is a desire to be the host for yourself. That‘s  why 
people always try to be free and independent on anything. And 
this is quite understandable. People who are trying to preserve 
their freedom can  do anything, they can even hurt each other or 
take more horrific acts of war. This is what Ukraine is doing right 
now. Ukrainians are trying to save their freedom in any way. Now 
those ways are extremely cruel, but there is no other choice. And, 
I think, Ukraine will win this war, because they have a goal to be 
free, because all Ukrainians are like one hand , they have a spirit 
of unity. And it shows that freedom for people is one of the most 
important things in their lives.

Miglė Smagurauskaitė, 1B
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* * *

I will lose my father and brothers to democracy
For the sake of people
Who don’t love peace

I just want my family 
I just want to be home
I just want to feel the love of my homeland again…

Our men are fighting…
Poor children fighting an enemy
Who inhumanely takes their innocent lives

They want to go home
They ALL want to go home
To their families, to their loved ones

The so long cherished peace has collapsed…

Dominyka Pankevičiūtė, 1A
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* * * 

Path already tread
Once a trail is marched through,
It is easy to step in again.
Yet, Fortuna1  is already gone,
She left with the last trace of luck.
Now only harsh reality is left alone.
We can plead for Athena’s gift,
But to wait for an answer is pathetic and unwise.
The grim Thanatos2  blade has taken too many lives,
Yet, we never lose count. We can’t.
They reside in our hearts,
As we stride together,
On a better path than what destructive force
Has inflicted on us.

Emilija Sasnauskaitė, 3C

—
1 Fortuna - the goddess of fortune and the personification of luck in Roman religion

2 Thanatos - the personification of death in Greek mythology
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What makes a hero?

I remember being small,
Trying to grow taller,
To outgrow my brothers,
And be just like them.

I know they care for me,
I know they always will,
I know I’d die for them,
And that just gives me chills.

I know they’d lie for me,
I know for me they’d fight,
I know they’ll protect me always,
If I’m wrong or right.

We don’t always have to talk,
I see it from our eyes,
We’ll always be there,
Next to each other with a smile.

My brothers are my heroes,
The oldest of our pack,
I know they always and forever,
Will have my fragile back.

Miglė Vaižmužytė, 1A
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* * * 

People only resort to physical abuse or war because they 
can‘t prove that the others are wrong. They try to destroy you, to 
make sure that their wrong opinion is the right one and only one – 
in order to rule the world. Those so called rules  can‘t be taught 
with words, they can be taught the truth only with action.

Saulė E. Leonavičiūtė 1A
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History is our teacher

War, sickness and pain
All repeats all over again.
No thing has its end,
It just grows faint and repeats once again.
Don’t pretend you were unaware
Of the upcoming war,
Of all this sickness and pain.
Shouldn’t have let a fool walk his path,
Now you see – chaos thrives.
Just turn a page of a history book
And you’ll see an inescapable fate
Of those who connive,
Who turn a blind eye.
Never forget –
History repeats again and again.

Alaja Kostina, 3A
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The Harmony of Life

„What would your good do if evil didn‘t exist, and what 
would the earth look like if all the shadows disappeared?“ – 
Mikhail Bulgakov

Spring can only make a difference if it melts the snow. 
Love is truly valued by those who have grieved. One can only 
heal what was once wounded. No joy is possible without dismay, 
no serenity – without upheaval. To aid and to hurt are both in 
human nature. Some choose to let the darkness prevail, some 
enable their kindness. The concept of something good is simply 
not possible to define without its opposite. In a world, where 
these two sides collide, one can only hope to see the light win. To 
live is to fight. One needs something to fight against. Something 
to fight for.

Austėja Narkevičiūtė, 3A
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Last winter days

The snow began to melt...
The first flower appeared,
But then it was picked
And on the grave was placed...

Grave is wide -
Ready to accept the brave...
Others who are alive - cry
And continue to fight...

The war is brutal...
But help is only imagined...
Strong people defend themselves
While the whole world watches...

Bring clothes! Do protest!
Flags arise!
... But such is help
As if the ice does not heat them.

Although the war is far away,
The flowers withered long ago...
The snow has melted fast,
Alas, the bloody ice remained...

Deimantė Raulynaitytė, 3C
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* * * 

The only real prison is fear
The only real freedom is freedom from fear
War is what happens when language fails
War is when that prison awakes
Freedom isn’t free and it shouldn’t be
But it should be worked for, not fought for 

Aurėja Briedytė, 3A
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* * * 

Life can be messed up.
It can strip one to only two choices.
In one – a little hope lights up,
In another – they tune out the pained voices.

The second choice is safer.
One doesn’t fight. They stay safe.
The first one is way much braver.
One leaves their concerns to fate.

Choosing to be brave sometimes,
Is like   diving into a bottomless pit.
One is close to death at times.
Yet their consciousness screams “Fight it!” 

Liepa Saulė Dubauskaitė, 1A
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What can human nature be like?

Human nature is a thing that cannot be changed. It lives in 
a human, just like an instinct in a beast. It is inherited from our 
ancestors and is engrained in our brain for many generations to 
come. Human nature can be kind, loving, generous. It can also be 
vile and cruel. Since human nature is deeply programmed in our 
heads, it often causes a person to act by it. It can even make a 
person do awful things. However, human nature is not a 
justification to act brutally with others, be them weaker, stronger 
or equal. Nonetheless, it can help us understand when we get the 
question - Why did Russia assault Ukraine?

Ūla Puzaitė, 3B
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Mother and soldier

The son was ready to go through the door. 
He was ready to go where his leader told him to.

His mother was standing in the hallway 
A little bit worried but ready to let her child go.

He thought it was training he would go to, 
But it was war he was destined to die in.

His last words were to his mother on his phone:

“Mom, he lied to us. I don't want to kill. I am afraid”.

His mother was strangled with her tears.
She didn't know, she let him go…

Atėnė Pudžiuvelytė, 3C
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War

A valiant soldier
With a photo of his wife
On a misty field

* * * 

Peace

When the sun glimmers
On a slow moving wheat field
On a dark blue lake

Jokūbas Tamošaitis, 3B
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What makes a hero?

As is well known, there is a really brutal war going on in 
Ukraine at the moment, many innocent young and old people are 
dying, angry with each other, killing and do not support each 
other at all. Everyone is fighting for the survival of their country. 
Some send the people of their country to war, young teenagers 
who deserve to live. But the president of Ukraine would do 
anything for his country, even fight and die. So, I think, here is the 
hero of the country like Ukraine’s president Volodymyr Zelensky.

Emilija Genytė, 3C
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* * * 

Without bad times, there would be never  good times. In a 
way, it seems like living in endless mediocrity and indifference 
would be easier that what we have now. There would be no pain, 
but likewise there would be no happiness. To dream of an idle life 
where everything would be alright. You’d live in comfort and 
boredom. War isn’t just something that’s grand and is fought by 
nations. War is a conflict that you face daily. It unites people, yet, 
it also tears them further apart. War is a primal urge to get what 
you need. In war winning is the main goal. To strive for higher 
living, to leave the world a better place. War is a special event 
that is a necessary evil. Maybe war isn’t necessary. At the end of 
the day it kills millions and causes stagnation of culture, it sets 
you back, it ruins the lives of many. It’s a horrific event and 
monument to cruelty and suffering, It causes an immense 
emotional response. In this modern age war is not necessary as 
there isn’t much left to fight over in the battlefield. We have 
moved it all online and in our heads. And you’d have to be a real 
brute to fight the old-fashioned way.

Patricija Rinkevičiūtė, 1B
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What’s coming after us?

A faith is all that’s left for us?
Today, it’s not enough, I guess,
For us uniting is the strenght.
But do you see the end?
We think the world would be a better place,
Peaceful, quiet or just with broken dreams,
We see the end in children’s eyes…
The fear is coming after us this time.

Ieva Kuizinaitė, 3C
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My brother

I haven’t seen my Brother for a while. I’ve been trying to 
phone him. But no words are coming out, out of his cell lines. I’ve 
seen my Brother on the news. I saw him like I have never seen 
him before. My Brother is scared, my Brother’s confused. I’ve 
received a letter, it was my Brother writing to me his thoughts. He 
says he is scared, he is confused. But the happy new rang, like the 
church bells. My Brother’s friends were awoken and no promises 
had been broken. My Brother wrote that he’d be here with us in a 
moment. First thing, though, he had to get to the saving option.

Gerda Domanskytė, 1A
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* * * 

Peace is disturbed
Please stop this awful war
Russians must stop 

Every little song of hope
Reminds them to move forward
Heroes of their beautiful land!

People that go without fear
Know what they are fighting for
They are their heroes

Now everyone are determined
They feel so sure now
They will succeed in this war

No better time than this day
To prove their biggest worth 
Such an amazing group of grand troops

Such a big group of these heroes 
They are surprising everyone
They look so happy and they know they will win
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These are not ordinary old men
Their shoes are dirty
But their uniforms bring us hope

They are tired and hungry
And they still fight strong
They are unique and so amazing

So determened and strongly they fight
They are winning
People are shouting their nice names!

Kotryna Griciūtė, 3B
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Peace vs war

We don‘t need anything but place without a war. We need 
a place to feel safe and drown in people‘s care. Where sky is 
clear, birds sing and the sun shines all year. Where kids cry only 
when they fall, we spread love and everything is nothing, but 
well. Where people live in their home peacefully and warm, 
theres no need to compete and no harm. No people hiding for 
their lives, no children covering their eyes. No shots and worries. 
No fighting and feeling helpless anymore.

„La vie est belle, profites-en tant que tu peux.“

Evelina Jasinskaja, 1B
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* * * 

Today we think we are bigger, better and smarter than 
ever before. As we explore, invent and push the boundaries of 
knowledge, we create such image of ourselves. And we take this 
poofy pride with us from centuries to centuries. But the same 
blood spots on long history cloth are appearing. As the time goes 
by, new stains occur. Dripping with fresh blood until the cloth is 
soaked. The old ones you may ask? Well, they keep on cressing 
until they are forgotten. And still, the cycle continues. Maybe we 
aren't as great as we think. The cloth is soaked enough. 

Patricija Oginskaitė, 3A
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The sun

The sun always shines.
The sun always warms us.
The sun peeps through our windows.
The sun waves with its rays.
It sees everything.
It smells of  everything.
It knows everything.
The sole and unique
It saw it all.
It saw sadness and happiness.
It saw fights and hugs.
It saw war and peace.
The sun saw it all.
If there‘s peace
The sun shines and warms.
If there’s war,
The sun shines and warms.
It‘s always the same.
No matter what
The sun shines
The sun sees it all.

Austėja Kriškanaitė, 3A
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Faith

Unexpected call
The sky is filled with depression
Chaos and panic

Bombs, shootings, cruelty...
Little girl cries her tears out
Hatred for the aggressor

The nation unites
Fate of the soldiers is cruel
In the depths of the heart – faith.

Agneta Būdaitė, 3C
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